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Circular Economy and SDG 12

Both Circular Economy (CE) and Sustainable Consumption and Production (SCP; SDG 12) 
revolve around sustainable resource efficiency and can therefore be illustrated by the same 
figure:
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The five pathways to resource efficiency / CE / SCP 
(Source: Weidema 2020)
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The Areas of Protection of Social LCA

• Social - as in welfare economics: An accounting that encompasses the entire societal economy

• All 5 (or 6) asset types as Areas of Protection:
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The traditional focus of Circular Economy and 
Sustainable Consumption and Production 

However, the five conceptually exhaustive pathways to 
increased resource efficiency (reduce waste, recycle, 
substitute, create more value, off-set impacts) can 
equally well be applied to the other assets:

Without such a comprehensive assessment 
across all asset/resource types, the outcome 
may well be, that an increase in efficiency in 
one resource use is bought at the expense of 
a decrease in efficiency of another



Other sources of bias in CE and SCP assessments

• To avoid biased results for the assessment of Circular Economy and Sustainable 
Consumption and Production:
• The value of household production and leisure time must be included
• The value of assets must not only include the value for production (such as the potential work 

output resulting from healthy and skilled persons) but also the value for consumption (such as 
the potential enjoyment of being healthy and well-educated).
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This is reflected in the 
distinction between 
instrumental and intrinsic
values in the Areas of 
Protection of social LCA



Other sources of bias in CE and SCP assessments

• To avoid biased results for the assessment of Circular Economy and Sustainable 
Consumption and Production:
• The value of household production and leisure time must be included
• The value of assets must not only include the value for production (such as the potential work 

output resulting from healthy and skilled persons) but also the value for consumption (such as 
the potential enjoyment of being healthy and well-educated).

• Finally, social impacts should be considered over sufficiently long time periods to include all 
effects, both beneficial and detrimental. Especially, a too zealous and short-sighted focus on 
resource efficiency may overlook that systems that are very efficient in the short-term may be 
more fragile and vulnerable to variation in environmental conditions or disruptions in resource 
supply in the long term.

• All of the above biases, as well as the lack of comprehensiveness, are also points of critique 
of the current measurement of GDP
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Example: Impact assessment of breastfeeding
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• Use of work time (a resource)
• Paid by the household itself

• Desirable products:
• Breast milk
• Skin contact

• Long-term impacts:
• Improved health of offspring
• Improved cognitive skills of offspring

The value of both the 
output from the productive 
work-time and the 
production of the “infant 
formula” will show up in 
the traditional GDP

• Because household 
production is not 
included in the traditional 
measure of GDP, neither 
the input of time nor the 
value of the products are 
considered

• “Formula mothers” spend more 
time (resources) on their job, 
creating more value, while having 
costs to buy “infant formula”
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Long-term impacts (health and 
skills) are not included in the 
GDP, although the GDP for 
future years will include the 
resulting change in productivity; 
an effect that will appear 
unrelated to its cause



Impact of introducing paid breaks for breastfeeding
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Resource efficiency changes:

- Reduced production output

+ Value of additional breastfeeding

- Saved resources for ”infant formula”

• Costs of breaks will be 
internalised in the 
traditional GDP, thus 
increasing it, even if the 
time spent on breastfeeding  
is not changed, but only 
who pays for this timeAn
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• Most important for results are:
• Including the long-term impacts
• Including the value of household time use
• Equity-weighting of the costs and benefits 

for the affected persons
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